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Other hairy apemen throughout the world

• Almastys – Caucasus Mts. in central Asia

– Dr. Marie-Jeanne Koffman collected >500 accounts in 
the region

• Skunk Ape – deep South, mostly Florida

– Name comes from awful smell

• Amomongo – man-sized hairy ape from the Phillipines

• Tjutjuna or Chuchunaa – Neandertal-like hominid of 
Siberia

• Yeren – giant apeman from Shennongjia Mts. in 
China

– 100’s of sightings and the Chinese government is 
investigating

• Fear Liath – 10-ft tall humanoid creature from 2nd

highest mt. in Scotland

– First sighting by scientist John Norman Collie in 
1890

• Hibagon – small apeman from mts. near Hiroshima, 
Japan

– Numerous sightings began in 1970 but few after 
1980
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• Orang-pendek – island of Sumatra in Indonesia

– 5-ft tall with red hair and thought to be primitive human 
similar to Homo floresiensis, a recent archaeological 
find in the area

• Yowie – giant, bipedal gorilla of Australia

– Paul Compton, a yowie hunter, took this video near Glen 
Innes in 2007
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• Arkansas – Arkansas Ape Man

• Missouri – Momo Monster

• Louisiana – Honey Island Swamp Monster

Where be Monsters?

On every continent, in every nation, animals unrecognized 
by modern science are reported on a daily basis. In the 
oceans, lakes and rivers; in the rain forest and desert waters; 
on mountain pinnacles and in the everlasting night of 
caverns underground; in distant lands and in our own 
backyards, they wait. The men and women who pursue them 
are propelled by passion.

And their passion has a name: cryptozoology.

Term coined by Bernard Heuvelmans in the 1950’s
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Bigfoot sightings in N. America and
the SE U.S.

G.C.B.R.O.
(Gulf Coast Bigfoot

Research Organization)

A similar phenomenon: big black cats

• Edinburgh, Scotland – 12 reports of big, black cat in March 
2009

• New York State – numerous sightings of 5 to 6-ft long black 
cat along roads of Tallman National Park in April 2009

Sightings in central 
England 1992-2000
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Black panther near Selma, AL

Mountain lion mortalities (real bodies, all yellow)
Recent sightings of black cats

in Michigan 

Wolves and cougar
killed for bounty or fur
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• Australia has a long history of big black cat reports

– There are many photos (animals and tracks) and some 
video

Problems include:
No Australian Big Cats being found dead or captured
“Expert” DNA results proving to be unreliable
Photos and video footage proving to be ambiguous
No confirmation of any outstanding escaped exotic big cats
No confirmed evidence any human has ever been injured or killed by a wild big cat in Australia 
Australia's growing feral cat population are twice the stature of normal domestic cats
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Jaguarundi (Puma yagouaroundi)
21-30 in. with 12-24 in. tail

8-20 lbs.
Native to south Texas and all over Central
and South America.
Population in panhandle of Florida 
thought to be introduced in the early 1900’s.
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Black panthers in Asia and Africa are leopards (Panthera pardus)
Black panthers in the Americas are black jaguars (Panthera onca)
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Why so many reports?

1. Believe it or not, people invent stories for many reasons:
• Get attention
• Enjoy entertaining
• Want to validate beliefs

2. People not familiar with outdoors mistake natural sights 
and sounds

3. People want to see something so badly they convince 
themselves they see or hear bigfoot/black cat after they 
glimpse an object

4. There probably have been a few real black panthers 
escaped from captivity

International Fund for Animal Welfare
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Florida Panthers
(From FL Fish and Wildlife Commission)

• Population estimated at 100-160 adults in south FL

• Each year, ≈ 25 deaths with 80% struck by car

• Male range: 200 mi2 Female: 75 mi2
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Black Bear and Red Wolf in MS

– The main reason for the decline of black bear in MS is 
lack of large cavity trees and large tracts of 
undisturbed forests

– The red wolf (Canis rufus) and cougar (Puma concolor)
were extirpated because of lack of old forests

• Red wolves once roamed all over the southeastern U.S.

– By 1980 they were reduced to 17 individuals in LA and TX
– We began the red wolf recovery project at the Alligator 

River National Wildlife Refuge in NC and today there 
are about 300
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• 20 years ago, the black bear population in MS was estimated 
at about 15 animals

– Now, there may be as many as 150 bears in MS and they 
are increasing

– The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and MDWFP track 
many bears with collars and monitor their survival and 
reproduction

– Most are in south MS but some are seen in the north

– Females cover about 20,000 acres/home-range and males 
up to 160,000 acres/home-range
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Discovery of real “ape men”

• Gorilla – first reported account from Hanno the Navigator 
from Carthage ≈500 B.C.

– Sighted them along the west African coast and called 
Gorillae by his interpreters

• First modern scientific description by physician and 
missionary Thomas Savage and Jeffries Wyman (both U.S.) 
in 1847

– Obtained skulls and other bones but never saw one live

• In 1856, explorer Paul du Chaillu was first non-indigenous 
to see one alive

– He brought dead specimens back to England
– By 1920’s, scientific studies were being conducted

French explorer Paul du Chaillu at close quarters with a gorilla.
From: “Stanley and the White Heroes in Africa” (H. B. Scammel, 1890)
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• Today, there are about 50,000 in the wild, but most are 
western lowland gorillas, Gorilla gorilla (orange)

– There are only about 2,500 eastern lowland and 700 
mountain gorillas, Gorilla beringei, (yellow) left in the 
wild

• Males weigh 300-400 lbs. and females 150-250 lbs.

• Orangutan (Pongo pygmaeus) – from Malay words orang
(person) and hutan (forest), so “person of the forest”

– Word first appeared in literature in 1631 in a book by 
Jacobus Bontius, Historiae naturalis et medicae Indiae
orientalis

– Never saw one but was told of them by natives of 
Malaysia
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• First scientific description by Dutch anatomist Petrus
Camper who observed and dissected them in late 1700’s
– Europeans explorers hunted them in Borneo thru the 

1800’s
• Today, there are >60,000 orangutans in the wild with 6 

subspecies
Males: 260 lbs. and 5’9” Females: 100 lbs.and 4’2” 

Feeding habits of large animals

• Gorilla – 45 lbs. of green vegetation each day

• Orangutan – >350 food items, mostly fruit (65-90%)

– Females need 11,000 calories/day during pregnancy and 
have to time it with fruiting season

• Giant Panda – 20-30 lbs. of bamboo shoots each day

How many lbs.
of food would
an 800 lb.
Bigfoot need?
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• They are descendants of Gigantopithecus blacki, an ape that 
went extinct about 100,000 YA

– It was the largest ape that ever lived at 10 ft. and 1,200 lbs.

– Some think it didn’t go extinct and is Bigfoot

Population Viability Analysis

• Mathematic tool for determining if you have viable 
population and how many individuals are needed at 
threshold to maintain genetic variability

• Need inputs and outputs for population: birth, death, 
emigration, immigration rates
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• For large animals, there is a 50/500 rule:

– You need 50 breeding pair and 500 individuals in a 
population for it to be viable (Minimum Viable 
Population)

• We project population size 50, 100, and 1,000 years into the 
future

• Other factors:

– Genetic drift – will there be inbreeding depression

– Environmental stochasticity – random fluctuations in 
predators, food, disease and parasites

– Natural catastrophes – hurricanes, floods, tornadoes

So, what are people seeing?
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Zana – wild African woman caught in Ochamchir
region of Abkhazia, south of Russia in the 1850’s

Son, Khwit, born
in 1884
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